Located on the bay “Ria de Vigo”, NW coast of Spain, Port of Vigo is an excellent natural port sheltered from the ocean. The Ría de Vigo has an exceptional landscape and natural values and is one of the main attractions of the Galician Coast. The bay is surrounded by the National Park “Illas Atlánticas” and other natural areas protected by Natura 2000 Network. The situation and his natural resources make of this Atlantic location an extremely important zone for artesian fishing and aquaculture. Both economic activities play a significant role for local community.
In this context, Port of Vigo works on promoting the ecological and cultural conservation of the Ria. The compatibility of industrial activity and a high environmental status area are a priority for the organization. Port of Vigo tries to be ensured it.

Port of Vigo has been pioneered in Europe the integral implementation of Blue Growth strategy. An innovative methodology has been developed based on a bottom-up approach. Under this framework, the port has designed a specific Plan for Vigo based on Blue Economy with its stakeholders. Efforts are conducted to promote competitiveness, efficiency and sustainability in all the activities, installation and services. Actions and projects are defined by Blue Growth members to be executed on the 2022 horizon. This plan has established a new and innovative model of dialogue and collaboration between the port and the city where more than 300 stakeholders are involved.

Related to Blue Growth Strategy, the Blue growth objectives are grouped in four priority areas: innovative, connected, inclusive and green port.

The “green” objective of the Port is an integral programme that includes environmental actions and considers social inclusion.

Participatory activities with citizens are being developed in order to grow up awareness about the environment protection. In short, the “green goal” is focused on improving the quality life of citizens who live in a city with a Port, as the case of Vigo.

The Port of Vigo seeks to improve the competitiveness of the maritime-port sector, but also to boost the local economy and to generate social prosperity, while working to conserve and protect the environment at the same time. In this regard, Port of Vigo aligned its strategy with several international commitments and agendas as The New European Green Deal, The Sustainable Development Goals or Our Ocean Commitment which contributes to achieve the goals proposed in his hinterland and follows to be an international reference Port in environment sustainable practices.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

One of the most representative projects of the green working line is “Sunset Dock”. This project includes a set of actions to develop innovative practices that allow to achieve sustainable ports. The creation of a marine natural ecosystem in port area is being studied. The experience tries to protect and increase the biodiversity in the port and pretends to create a fixation CO2 system.

“Sunset Dock” aims to set up synergies between companies, research institutions and technological centres in order to generate knowledge and to promote new environmental technologies to get better sustainable practices in Port area.

The project, which is planned on several phases, includes the design and installation of structures for the colonization species of fauna and flora. The structures are made up of ropes that are hanging in a dock on a selected area of the port.

Additionally, this project is complementary to the actions derived from the ML-Style project, also belonging to the Blue Growth strategy of the Port of Vigo. The main goal is the collection of marine litter in the Galician’s Coast contributing to improve the state of port and marine ecosystems in the Bays, also helping the achievement of Sunset Dock goals. Both initiatives contribute to the green objective and both are being carried out in parallel, enhancing the results achieved. To date, about 123 tonnes of marine litter have been removed with the collaboration of local fishermen’s organizations (see section on impact measurement).

COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS IS A PRIORITY

The communication plan is designed as a monitoring-dissemination plan. Several informative materials and activities are being designed. The objective is to show the citizens a live experience where the audience can follow up the process of marine habitats colonization and restoration.

Additionally, the project includes a program of environmental awareness activities about port marine ecosystems and his integration with industrial activities. These activities are being particularly successful among the society: dissemination initiatives were organized on the occasion of the Christmas market in Vigo, having received 200,000 people, of which 500 people have participated in the workshops on climate change awareness, the importance of ecosystem conservation an recovery with Sunset Docks as an example.
PROJECT WORKPLAN

SUNSET DOCK IS A PIONEER WORLDWIDE PROJECT. HIS COMPLEXITY AND INNOVATIVE NATURE MAKE IT NECESSARY TO BE EXECUTED IN FOUR SEQUENTIAL STAGES:

STAGE 1
PuertaAlMar - Door to the Sea Pilot Study

STAGE 2
Blue Ports Ecosystem

STAGE 3
ECO Pontoon Living Ports

STAGE 4
Sunset Dock
The first action in this phase is to develop systems that serve as support for marine life. The purpose is the recolonization of coastal areas that have been affected by the industrial activities in the port environment.

A pilot study has been designed. It includes the installation of hanging structures that are located under floating docks and that are designed to maximize the fixation of marine organisms. All the experience is monitoring throughout a year in order to characterize the created biology community. An evaluation of CO2 capture by the system is being carried out too. All this experience is used for promoting sustainability practices in port areas and grow up awareness about ecological values in the society.

**PuertaAlMar - Door to the Sea**

**PILOT STUDY**

**STAGE 1**

**Summarizing of first Stage actions:**

- Design of structures adapted to existing floating docks in the Port of Vigo, as artificial reefs.
- The better system for rapid colonization of macro algae and sessile organisms will be determined.
- Impact analysis - quantitative and qualitative quantification - on biodiversity, CO2 capture and impact on commercial fish communities.
- It will serve as an element of dissemination of ecological values to society. For which the design and installation of teaching panels and teaching materials will be carried out, and awareness workshops will be developed.
The second stage includes the development of applied research actions in different pilot projects located in Mediterranean and Atlantic ports. This action wants to explore the development of a new eco-innovation environmental product that facilitates ports to improve their sustainable practices. The product is based on the use of ecosystem services created in the pilot experiences to reduce the ports carbon footprint.

Gradually, the value of carbon in coastal ecosystems is being integrated into conservation and restoration programs. Some projects have been developed until the date to demonstrate best practices through field projects and by working with global experts to develop the standards and tools needed on the ground.

This stage will provide adequate solutions to minimize CO2 emissions, as well as increase biodiversity making compatible port activities with a high ecosystem quality.

The overall objective of the project is to reduce the environmental impact of port activities by developing Best Practices Guidelines tested during the project in the topic of Carbon Management Strategies and develop an innovative methodology on Port Environmental Impact assessments, while developing an innovative subsea carbon capture and biodiversity protection biotechnology to be tested though different pilot projects in both Atlantic and Mediterranean Maritime Ports.
Building on the results of a previous pilot deployment project in the Mediterranean port of Melilla port (Spain), the project aims to upscale, improve and optimize the designed pilot deployment of the NEREIDAS CO2 - capture biotechnology, as well as develop alternatively artificial reefs of seabed regeneration specially designed to promote the recolonization of autochthonous organisms with high rates of carbon sequestration.

The project will include pilot deployments in the Atlantic ports of Vigo (Spain), Portugal (Aveiro), Cantabric ports (Santander) and Mediterranean Port of France (Leucate) and Spain (Melilla), testing and adapting the support structures and species if necessary to different marine environments. The results of the pilot deployments will be used to develop the Carbon Management Strategy for Ports and the Carbon Capture Biotechnology Procedure Manual, including the protocol to implement the reef structures.
The third stage of the project is designed to increase biodiversity in port areas. By using the results of stage 1, stage 3 contemplates the installation of bio-enhanced seawall and a floating concrete dock in the vicinity of Portocultura (a Port of Vigo area) with a first-of-its-kind submerged monitoring and outreach deck facing the enhanced seawall (see the images).

The dock will showcase the rich Vigo biodiversity to the visitors. This flagship project shall be situated in 2 locations, one at the heart of the port inside a basin and another one at a revetment at open waters.

The construction of the dock will use innovative materials: environmentally sensitive materials that enhance the ecological value of the intertidal; instead of traditional "gray" concrete which is a poor substrate for marine flora and fauna to thrive.

The colonization of fauna and flora provide greater resistance and durability to the built structures.
In the last stage, a dock for recreational use is planned in which the technologies and designs developed in the previous phases are integrated.

The large-scale implementation of all phases and their monitoring will demonstrate the significant carbon offset in the port infrastructure and the compatibility of the port activity with the high quality of the marine ecosystem.

Integrating the technologies developed in the previous phases is intended to create an eco-reserve of the Port of Vigo.

Thus, a “walk” on the docks will be created with elements that favour biodiversity resulting from the previous phases, a seabed area will be regenerated with sea grass beds and a zone will be established where the proliferation of laminaria forests in areas of breakwater will be enhanced.
The **innovation** of the project is addressed from three perspectives:

I. The development of a new environmental product for the Ports designed to improve and recover marine ecosystems by integrating biodiversity and nature protection into port development plans.

II. The development of an innovative method: the project will validate and standardize the reef framework for port environment, adapted to specific restoration requirements. Different approaches from both engineering and science-based practices in ecological restoration and valorisation will be combined to design an ecological biotechnological tool.

III. The development and creation of a port-city infrastructure: effective structures designed will rehabilitate the ecosystem lost due to port development activities that would take centuries to reform without human intervention. Some of these structures (see stage 4) are designed to make society an observer of the recovery of ecosystems, as well as to raise awareness about the importance of these natural habitats.

Lastly, as a result of the development of this project, a spin-off has been established in November 2019 from a research group from the University of Vigo - BLUE STRUCTURES S.L. Its main objective is to create ecological engineering solutions, which allows facing the challenge of minimizing the effect of the construction of marine infrastructure, as well as fighting against climate change.

**IN SUMMARY, Sunset Docks aims to:**

- Recover the good state of the marine ecosystems of the port area of Vigo, as well as the improvement of the growth of plant and animal species typical of the area.
- Promote awareness and awareness of the importance of the conservation of ecosystems in the port area.
- Reduce carbon emissions through CO2 capture technology as a valid tool to offset emissions and contribute to sustainable ports.
In order to measure the impact of the Blue Growth Plan and its projects, a series of indicators were defined. These indicators allow quantifying the degree of compliance with objectives set during its execution. This is necessary to demonstrate the cumulative social, economic or environmental changes of its performance. In addition, these indicators are aligned with the Blue Growth Objectives Port of Vigo 2022 and therefore with the Europe 2020 Strategy.
The definition of a monitoring system to measure the impact of the actions and projects developed on the proposed objectives provides a solid basis for the evaluation of the implementation of the Plan and the degree of achievement of the agreed commitments. As part of the indicators related to the objectives of A Green Port, specific parameters have been included regarding the reduction of energy consumption, percentage of energy self-sufficiency, the reduction of emissions (CO2, SOX, NOX), or the surface of regenerated funds, to those that Sunset Dock contributes.

**Combining our efforts:**

These results will be intensified thanks to the results of the collection of marine litter from the sea bottom in this area, which contributes directly to the improvement of ecosystems and to the improvement of society's perception too. In addition to increasing cooperation between several entities, including society organizations such as fishermen's associations that collaborate with both initiatives by supporting litter collection campaigns.
THE BLUE GROWTH VIGO PLAN IS LED AND COORDINATED BY THE PORT AUTHORITY OF VIGO THROUGH A GOVERNANCE SYSTEM DESIGNED AND CREATED SPECIFICALLY: THE SHARED GOVERNANCE.

The involved stakeholders participate actively through meetings and other ways of communication to propose improvements, projects and initiatives to foster the Blue Growth Spirit and jointly achieve the established objectives. One of the last steps in this “Shared Governance” has been the institutionalization of working groups through the creation of Permanent Commissions belong to Port of Vigo Governance Structure. Concretely, one of these Permanent Commissions is Biotechnology and Blue Energy, from this group the project “Sunset Dock” is developed.

The capitalization of the experience is realized through the internationalization of the Blue Growth strategy. The transfer and exchange of experience with other regions and entities favours continuous improvement and the possibility of establishing collaborations between them. So, internationalization is a key for the sustainability of Blue Growth Strategy and it is carried out through collaboration of international institutions. In the last year, the Port of Vigo has supported and coordinated, together with Unesco, FAO (United Nations) and DG Mare (European Commission) several working groups and international forums, which aim to share this knowledge and extend the same criteria of sustainability to other countries.

Currently, the Port of Vigo is working together with these institutions on the creation of an international Blue Ports Network. The objective is to promote cooperation and knowledge management among international ports, so environmental measures (i.e. knowledge from Sunset Dock implementation) as part of Blue Growth strategy are spread and implemented to achieve homogeneous and sustainable economic, social and environmental development with the involvement of all stakeholders from quadruple helix, taking into account the specific characteristics of each region. More than 20 countries around the world participated to define how fishing ports should be, based on sustainability criteria, environmental protection, fair employment and wealth creation.
PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

PORTS

- Port of Vigo
- Puerto de Melilla
- Puerto de Santander
- Porto de Aveiro
- LEUCATE Mediterranean

RESEARCH CENTRES AND UNIVERSITIES

- Universidad de Vigo - Spain
- Universidad de Aveiro - Portugal
- IH Cantabria - Spain
- University of Perpignan - France
- CIMNE - International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering - Spain

PRIVATE COMPANIES

- ECOConcrete - Environmentally sensitive concrete solutions - Israel
- ICSEM - Institute for the sustainable growth of companies - Spain
- ecoccean - France
- BLUE STRUCTURES, S.L. - Spin off – University of Vigo - Spain
- Cardama - Astilwoullthetic

Institutional collaborators:

- Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Other collaborators:

- Technological Center of the Sea - Spain
- Fishermen’s associations (10 associations involved) - Spain
- Spanish institute of oceanography
- Marine Research Institute of Vigo - Spain